
Online Mental health Support sessions to 
parents & Caregivers to alleviate the 
impact of COVID-19

Online Counselling sessions to guide 
parents to cope during the COVID-19 
crisis 

Focused and Community based Psycho 
social support

Comment s’occuper lors d’une 
quarantaine? 

How to protect your kids from covid19
l’histoire de coco le virus
Your kids are going to be fine 
خليك بالبيت
V بصحتك WXصح

Educational instructions posted online 
and practiced by parents with their kids 
at home

Activity asking every child to draw and 
post it online tagging the nursery 
account entitled "Draw your house "

Online interview with Ghinwa , the 
iconic character for children

Live interview on 
“supportingzghartazawiye” Instagram 
page with "Etoiledunord" page

Interval 

Week 1 (23 to 27 
March) 

UNICEF 

Project Name

Activity 

Etoile du Nord



# corona# perfect time to stay connected

Case Management

Positive parenting

Online Mental health Support sessions 
to parents & Caregivers to alleviate the 
impact of COVID-19

Online Counselling sessions to guide 
parents to cope during the COVID-19 
crisis 

Focused and Community based Psycho 
social support

"Stay fit and Healthy" Activity

Campaign" ألنو الضحكة بتعدي"

Week 1 (23 to 27 
March) 

Etoile du Nord

UNICEF 

Week 2 (30 March 
to 3 April)

Etoile du Nord

Education and Child 
Protection Special 

Project



Online Thank you message 

Education and Child 
Protection Special 

Project

learning math through colouring :
Basic Littercy and Numeracy Activity

One-to-one technical consultancy

Phone calls counseling sessions to raise 
awareness on COVID19 and dealing with 
kids' problems

whatsapp Counselling sessions to guide 
parents to cope during the COVID-19 
crisis 

Phone calls counseling sessions to raise 
awareness on COVID19 and dealing with 
kids' problems

Community based Psycho social support

Etoile du Nord

Strengthening 
Agricultural Exports 

project/Dutch

Week 2 (30 March 
to 3 April)

Strengthening 
Agricultural Exports 

project/Dutch

Week 3 (April 6 to 
April 10)



learning basics :
Basic Littercy and Numeracy Activity

Education and Child 
Protection Special 

Project

learning math through colouring :
Basic Littercy and Numeracy Activity

E-Learning classes

Online Campaign on "Online courses 
importance"

Campaign" ألنو الضحكة بتعدي"

"  r
Vsالنو  صحتك بالد" Campaign

Online Mental health Support sessions to 
parents & Caregivers to alleviate the 
impact of COVID-19

Online Counselling sessions to guide 
parents to cope during the COVID-19 
crisis 

Focused and Community based Psycho 
social support

Interval 

Strengthening 
Agricultural Exports 

project/Dutch

Week 3 (April 6 to 
April 10)

Etoile du Nord

UNICEF 



* Description of activity: if there's an access to finance, the amount of loans provided must be mentioned per each beneficiary/ interaction of kids must be mentioned, success highlights also etc.. 
*Output = an output is the sub-activity. For example if an online awareness session is provided we should be mentioning the topics provided, training material etc.. This applies to all kind of activities. 

*RMF employee involved +this includes the employees and the consultants. 

*#of household benefiting  = if a farmer received an assistance to alleviate the COVID-19 impact, we count the household of the farmer (Number of members in the family), same goes for the access to finance beneficiaries, if a child is benefiting from a session, we count the parents and the entire household 
too. thus all impacted people arounf the direct beneficiary 

*Activity= activities are related only to intervention that alleviates the impact of COVID-19 on people and communities (For example: access to finance provided, kids wawareness sessions, parenting etc.. , or respond to a direct assistane to fight the COVID-19

*#of direct people benefiting = only eople benefiting as a result of activities oriented towards the COVID-19, exp: #of people receiving loans, # of people tested or the COVID 19, #of kids attending an education session etc.. 



it's an awareness session on Mental Health Awareness. RMF 
UNICEF Uploaded  an online checklist instructions addressed to 
the parents and caregivers 23 years old and above to be able to 
recieve the information on how to cope during the COVID-19 
crisis. Parets and caregivers can share it with neighbors and 
friends too. 
Instructions were uploaded on all RMF Online platforms 
including social media

March 22,2020

This activity consisits on E-therapy sessions (stress 
management, anxiety, conflict managemen, etc). targeting 
women aged 23 years old and above. Women asks online 
questions, and RMFspecialised  team provides the answers and 
support to cope during the COVID19 situation. 

March 16,2020

This activity consist of an online entertaining and awareness 
raising activities for children aged between 3-17 years old, 
thorugh posting 5 videos Helping children to cope with the 
COVID19 situation while at home
This activity consists of posting an kids actvities and games 
through links from Garderie Etoile du Nord fon social media. It 
includes stories to be read by children and math exercises,songs 
to be heard and scientific experiments to be done from home 
by the kids in assistance of their parents.

From March 16 till March 23

This is a COVID-19 awareness session for kids consisiting of 
uploading an online video and story to teach children how to 
be cautious and explaining what is COVID19 virus and what are 
the precautions that should be taken into consideration and 
steps that can be considered safe when applied.

March 27,2020

This activity aims at engaging parents with their children by 
conducting science activities , planning daily journey at home, 
teaching them how to organise the house with their kids,how 
to split responsibilities

March 27,2020

It is a psychological activity that aims at asking children to draw 
their house form their point of view, provided by Noelie 
fenianos who evaluated their drawings that expresses every 
child's feelings. For example : door shape, house roof.. Etc.

From March 16 till March 23

Encourage children to be aware of coronavirus in a funny way 
and through receiving tips from Ghinwa (Famous kids 
animator) , 

March 27,2020

This interview was addressed to parents discussing the nursery 
plans during this situation and ways of dealing with kids at 
home playing the role of mothers, and teacher at the same 
time. in addition, to discussing the experience of 
communicating which parents while being in quarantine .

March 26,2020

Date of activity implementation Description of activity



Etoile du Nord nursery teachers ( 4 teachers) sends online 
videos for their students, expressing to them how much they 
miss them and gave them an important message on how to keep 
on studying from home during this critical period and 
addressing to the parents to keep in touch with their kids 
teachers

March 27,2020

This activity consists of follow up sessions during COVID19 
crisis, On to one interventions to alleviate conflicts and 
tensions resulting from the confinement and fear  due to the 
Covid-19 situation. RMF case workers along with the child set 
an action plan that includes a minimum of 6 times 
interventions. all  communication is done through Phone calls- 
WhatsApp (Video calls- Calls). Cases are specific and kept 
confidential.   

March 16,2020

 Online videos uploaded of live teaching to  caregivers on how 
to with family members during COVID19, in addition to live 
instructions for precautions and explanation of CoVID19 
disease.  

March 27,2020

it's an awareness session on Mental Health . RMF UNICEF 
Uploaded  an online set of instructions addressed to the 
parents and caregivers 23 years old and above to be able to 
recieve the information on how to cope during the COVID-19 
crisis. Parents and caregivers can share it with neighbors and 
friends too. 
Instructions were uploaded on all RMF Online platforms 
including social media

From March 27, 2020 till April 3,2020

This activity consisits of E-therapy sessions (stress 
management, anxiety, conflict managemen, etc). targeting 
women aged 23 years old and above. Women asks online 
questions, and RMF specialised  team provides the answers 
and support to cope during the COVID19 situation. 

From March 27, 2020 till April 3,2020

This activity consist of posting online entertainment and 
awareness raising activities for children aged between 3-17 
years old, thorugh posting videos that help children to cope 
with the COVID19 situation while at home

March 28,2020

This activity consist of posting videos, including sports 
techniques and movements, on social media. It aims at 
keeping children fit and healthy for better concentration and 
performance.

1-Apr-20

This activity consists of spreading positivity through 
requesting from parents to share their kids' photos while 
smiling and share them on social media platfroms tagging the 
nursery account.

2-Apr-20



This activity was planned to post a thank you message to all 
participants in the campaigns posted by the nursery during 
COVID19 and encourage them to keep looking to the bright 
side.It also consist of sharing with them their full 
commitement and support by contacting the nursery's team 
throughout this challenging phase.

3-Apr-20

This activity consist of posting online brochures, under basic 
litteracy and Numeracy activity,  including steps to follow 
allowing children to learn math while entertaining, they will 
be able to solve equations (substraction, addition and 
multiplication formulas) and colouring drawings based on 
their answers.

1-Apr-20

This activity consist of one-to-one conusltancy to farmers 
provided by RMF experts through Whatsapp groups to reply 
on farmers  enquiries and provide needed recommendations 
according to each case ( Soil issues, Pruning Malpractice, 
Nutrient Deficiency, irrigation, Grafting..etc.)

From March 16 till March 31, 2020

This activity consisits on Case management sessions on several 
topics such as: :challenges that kids are facing during COVID19 
and -awareness on Covid 19, through phone calls to discuss 
each case by itself and find the best solution. RMFspecialised  
team provides the answers and support to cope during the 
COVID19 situation.

From March 30  Till April 4,2020

This activity consisits on positive parenting sessions through 
whatsapp groups (dealing with stress – dealing with teenagers - 
 relaxation techniques – Activities to do with kids while 
staying at home -Awareness on Covid 19 ).targeting parents 
who asks online questions, and RMFspecialised  team provides 
the answers and support to cope during the COVID19 
situation. 

From March 31  Till April 3,2020

This activity consisits on Case management sessions on several 
topics such as: :challenges that kids are facing during COVID19 
and -awareness on Covid 19, through phone calls to discuss 
cases and find the best solution. RMFspecialised  team provides 
the answers and support to cope during the COVID19 situation.

April 6 till April 10,2020

This activity consisits on Communicating with beneficiaries 
aged between 5-18 years old to raise awareness on several 
topics such as: : Virus early detection, means of prevention, 
MOPH contact number when needed, awareness on Covid 19, 
through Whatsapp groups to discuss each case by itself and find 
the best solution to overcome this phase. RMFspecialised  team 
provides the answers and support to cope during the COVID19 
situation.

April 6 till April 10,2020



This activity consist of sharing intellectual and educational 
exercises through whatsapp groups , under basic litteracy and 
Numeracy activity,  including alphabet letters and basics of 
math and language to follow allowing children to learn while 
recieving key messages on how to cope this situation.

April 6 till April 10,2020

This activity consist of posting online brochures, under basic 
litteracy and Numeracy activity,  including steps to follow 
allowing children to learn math while entertaining, they will be 
able to solve equations (substraction, addition and 
multiplication formulas) and colouring drawings based on their 
answers.

5-Apr-20

This activity consist of teaching the nursery students their 
curriculum through online classes, in order to stay on track and 
keep students' minds moving froward

6-Apr

This activity consist of posting EDN services of online courses 
and the importance of adopting it during COVID19.It included 
as well the contact number for any assistance needed.

April 6,2020 and April 10,2020

This activity consists of spreading positivity through requesting 
from parents to share their kids' photos while smiling and share 
them on social media platfroms tagging the nursery account.

From April 6 till April 13,2020

This activity was posted on world health day, it consists of 
asking people to post their pictures wishing the world a 
healthier place each one on his/ her own way in order to spread 
some positivity during this hectic phase so they can feel better 
and relaxed.

7-Apr

it's an awareness session on Mental Health . RMF UNICEF 
Uploaded  an online set of instructions addressed to the parents 
and caregivers 23 years old and above to be able to recieve the 
information on how to cope during the COVID-19 crisis. 
Parents and caregivers can share it with neighbors and friends 
too. 
Instructions were uploaded on all RMF Online platforms 
including social media

From April 6 till April 9

This activity consisits of E-therapy sessions (stress management, 
anxiety, conflict managemen, etc). targeting women aged 23 
years old and above. Women asks online questions, and RMF 
specialised  team provides the answers and support to cope 
during the COVID19 situation. 

April 8,2020

This activity consist of posting online entertainment and 
awareness raising activities for children aged between 3-17 
years old, thorugh posting videos that help children to cope 
with the COVID19 situation while at home

6-Apr-20

Interval 



* Description of activity: if there's an access to finance, the amount of loans provided must be mentioned per each beneficiary/ interaction of kids must be mentioned, success highlights also etc.. 
*Output = an output is the sub-activity. For example if an online awareness session is provided we should be mentioning the topics provided, training material etc.. This applies to all kind of activities. 

*#of household benefiting  = if a farmer received an assistance to alleviate the COVID-19 impact, we count the household of the farmer (Number of members in the family), same goes for the access to finance beneficiaries, if a child is benefiting from a session, we count the parents and the entire household 
too. thus all impacted people arounf the direct beneficiary 

*Activity= activities are related only to intervention that alleviates the impact of COVID-19 on people and communities (For example: access to finance provided, kids wawareness sessions, parenting etc.. , or respond to a direct assistane to fight the COVID-19

*#of direct people benefiting = only eople benefiting as a result of activities oriented towards the COVID-19, exp: #of people receiving loans, # of people tested or the COVID 19, #of kids attending an education session etc.. 



#KIDS #YOUTH #MEN
Checklists instructions consigned to help caregivers in monitoring 
their children’s mental health during the COVID-19 crises published 
online and viewed by parents and caregivers

0 0 0

1- RMF provided a hotline to receive women and parents concerns.  
2- RMF replies directly to concerns  

0 0 0

1- Games instructions to follow at home for entertainment and 
educational purpose
2- 5 Songs to learn

4254 0 0

1- 3 Online children stories
2- 24 Math exercises
3- 10 Music
4-several Scientific Experiment

5047 25888 0

1-Set of info to explain what is COVID19
2-Precautions for COVID19
3-Safe steps for COVID19

2000 2824 0

1- Tips to organise my messy house 
2- Crowded house and ways of organizing it
3- Entertainment activities
4- Mon quotidian
5- Experience scientifique

0 1658 0

1-Follow the steps to draw your own house
2-post it online and tag the nursery page
3-get feedback from the nursery director

0 271

1-Following Ghinwa dance steps online
2- Learning new songs 
3- Tips on how to entertain your kids during COVID19

131 0 0

1-how parents can keep their children busy in the quarantine
2-ideas on how to plan our journey during this period
3-ways to help our children to cope with the stress during the 
covid19 outbreak

0 62 0

#of direct people benefiting 

Output 



1-advising kids how to study from home
2-keep contact between kids and their teachers
3-tips for parents how to teach their kids

47 0 0

1-A minimum of 6 case management provided to set an action plan 
through phone call sessions/video calls for 30 persons till date
2-Discuss how to overcome challenges that are being faced within 
family members due to COVID crisis for example: Not accepting 
studying from home, confusion about the reasons for staying at 
homes.

0 30 0

1- 3 videos posted on social media
2- Teaching how to cope with children at home during this phase
3-Ways of precautions to be taken during COVID19

0 0 0

0 0 0
Checklists instructions consigned to help caregivers in monitoring 
their children’s mental health during the COVID-19 crises 
published online and viewed by parents and caregivers

3 0 8

1- RMF provided a hotline to receive women and parents 
concerns.  2- RMF replies directly to concerns  

24 0 3

1- Game instructions to follow at home for entertainment and 
educational purpose
2- 1 Song to learn

5902 0 0

1- Exercising at home by following sport steps
2- Highlighting sports benefits

391 200 0

1- Photos of smiling children posted on EDN and RMF social media
2- Spreading good vibes during COVID19 situation

553 1023 0



1- The nursery team shared its full readiness of support to 
overcome this crisis challenges at anytime
2- The nursery appreciates efforts and spread positive energy

0 548 0

1- 2 brochures posted with colouring steps to follow 
2- each step (brochure) has several mathematics equations

1102 0 0

1- RMF conducted 44 technical consultancy with farmers
2- RMF experts provided the needed recommendations for each 
farmer.

0 0 531

1- RMF provided one to one phone calls with kids to discuss their 
concerns
2- RMF replies directly to concerns  

4 0 0

1- RMF created a whatsapp group linking parents to receive their 
concerns
2- RMF scpecialised team provides answers to parents and 
caregivers concerns
3- RMF shared with parents the means of prevention and hotline 
contact phone numbers

0 0 20

0 0 0
1- RMF provided one to one phone calls with kids to discuss their 
concerns
2- RMF replies directly to concerns  

1 0 0

1-RMF team shared 4 videos through whatsapp groups
2- RMF scpecialised team provides answers to their concerns and 
raised their awareness on COVID19.

70 15 0



1- RMF team shared 4 videos through whatsapp groups 33 12 0

1- 3 brochures posted with colouring steps to follow 
2- each step (brochure) has several mathematics equations

1465 0 0

1- EDN teachers provides everyday 2 hours of online courses to their 
students

16 0 0

1- EDN provided a contact number to receive questions on online 
courses

521 966 0

1- Photos of smiling children posted on EDN and RMF social media
2- Spreading good vibes during COVID19 situation

205 285 0

1- Photos of kids holding cards with quotes using hashtag "Sohtak 
bel Deni" posted at EDN social media platforms.

715 953 0

Checklists instructions consigned to help caregivers in monitoring 
their children’s mental health during the COVID-19 crises published 
online and viewed by parents and caregivers

6 0 16

1- RMF provided a hotline to receive women and parents concerns.
2- RMF replies directly to concerns  

41 0 5

1- Game instructions to follow at home for entertainment and 
educational purpose
2- 1 Song to learn

476 0 0

23007 34735 583
Interval 



*Output = an output is the sub-activity. For example if an online awareness session is provided we should be mentioning the topics provided, training material etc.. This applies to all kind of activities. 

*#of household benefiting  = if a farmer received an assistance to alleviate the COVID-19 impact, we count the household of the farmer (Number of members in the family), same goes for the access to finance beneficiaries, if a child is benefiting from a session, we count the parents and the entire household 
too. thus all impacted people arounf the direct beneficiary 

*Activity= activities are related only to intervention that alleviates the impact of COVID-19 on people and communities (For example: access to finance provided, kids wawareness sessions, parenting etc.. , or respond to a direct assistane to fight the COVID-19

*#of direct people benefiting = only eople benefiting as a result of activities oriented towards the COVID-19, exp: #of people receiving loans, # of people tested or the COVID 19, #of kids attending an education session etc.. 



#WOMEN
5173

21352

1063

11096

2825

3500

2450

0

200

#of direct people benefiting 



0

0

39

0
38

18

1475

201

1260



500

1053

0

0

18

0
0

0



0

1416

0

1626

381

6008

54

1495

119

63360



*#of household benefiting  = if a farmer received an assistance to alleviate the COVID-19 impact, we count the household of the farmer (Number of members in the family), same goes for the access to finance beneficiaries, if a child is benefiting from a session, we count the parents and the entire household 
too. thus all impacted people arounf the direct beneficiary 

*Activity= activities are related only to intervention that alleviates the impact of COVID-19 on people and communities (For example: access to finance provided, kids wawareness sessions, parenting etc.. , or respond to a direct assistane to fight the COVID-19

*#of direct people benefiting = only eople benefiting as a result of activities oriented towards the COVID-19, exp: #of people receiving loans, # of people tested or the COVID 19, #of kids attending an education session etc.. 


